London Grid for Learning (LGfL) resources can be accessed out of school by students using their individual LGfL USO (Unified Sign On) username and password that have both been provided by the school. They include all of the resources below and lots more. The children will be familiar with lots of these having used them at school.

To access these resources, you must log in via the LGfL website shown above. If you go directly to each website, the USO may not work.

When you visit the website, you will see a page similar to the below. Above the images there are options to filter by Key Stage and Subject, along with the possibility to search.

Click on the icon of the resource that you would like to use and then click the ‘Launch Resource’ icon on the following page.

You will then be able to log in to the resource using you USO. Your username will end with .307 and passwords are normally a word followed by a number.

If you still cannot log in, please contact admin@west-acton.ealing.sch.uk as your password may need to be reset.